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ABSTRACT
Man differs from animals in the use of written symbols - the alphabets. Learning alphabets is
the first step in the education of man. Language is the tool to expression of human personality in words
both written and spoken. In those days, one of the vital developments of Independent India has been
the reorganization of states on the basis of language. Most of the Indian languages have rich traditions
and literature. Every human being has one mother tongue and then an additional language to enhance
and estimate themselves. The second language of English learning becomes more pertinent especially
in growing Countries like India. For children who have studied in elementary school, English is the
basement of their education. Due to disabilities in learning and acquisition students are not able to
improve their second language skill. This paper analyses the how Library can support students to
improve English language acquisition. Library can provide vocabulary books, translated books,
reference materials, reading materials, audio and video materials, online resources and to motivate
writing habit. Moreover, they can help to students build background knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION
Man differs from animals in the use of written symbols - the alphabets. Learning alphabets is
the first step in the education of man. Language is the tool to expression of human personality in words
both written and spoken. A language attracts people because of the wealth of literature and knowledge
enshrined in it. One of the momentous developments of Independent India has been the
reorganization of states on the basis of language. Most of the Indian language have rich traditions and
literature, in some cases going back to remote antiquity. Language encompasses a particular culture
and a view of life of the people speaking that language. Desire to preserve and promote one’s mother
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tongue is natural. One reason for the world wide spread of English has been the growth and
proliferation of the English trade in the 18th and 19th century. English language is our window to see
the world. It makes available to us the best that is though and done in the world. Human beings are
making efforts to improve human destiny. We can learn from others’ experience. In this land of
innumerable regional languages in different States, English serves as a link-language in the country.
Library is an important resources for English Language learner; they provide vocabulary books,
translated books, reference materials, reading materials, audio and video materials, online resources
and to motivate writing habit. Moreover, they can help to students build background knowledge.
Electronic Resources are well support to sharing and downloading the information quickly. Moreover,
library also provide PDF books, Video files and pictures through social media like facebook, twitter,
WhatsApp, google+ and etc.,
MOTHER TONGUE AND SECOND LANGUAGE:
Children acquire their mother tongue through interaction with their parents and the
environment that surrounds them. As experts suggest there is an innate capacity in every human being
to acquire language. Globalization of world economy has to pose certain challenges to our institutions
of higher learning. According to linguists, there is an important distinction between language
acquisition and learning. While elementary education is essential in promoting awareness of language
learning; A student who has memorized the rules of the language may be above to succeed on a
standardize test of English language.
English language is one tool to establish out view point. Rather, we can make use of English to
promote out world view throughout the globe. “Swami Vivekananda established the greatness of
Indian view of religion at the world conference of religions in Chicago in 1891. He addressed the
gathering in impressive English”. English has thus become an effective means of promoting Indian view
of life and of bolstering out cultural identity in the world.
IMPORTANCE OF ENGLISH
Today English remains a major medium of all over the departments like Education, Business,
Political, Science and Technology. The abolition of English will adversely affect the office work, most of
them use computer and internet, in this connection English is occupying in all software to communicate
to others and link to others.
In academic side, they play a major role, most of the text books and non- book materials also
available in English Language only. There are large number of books written in English language.
Education system is fully furnished by English Language today.
Second Language known as Communication language in this era; all over world adopted to this
language, because is easy to learn and write compare with other foreign languages. The
communication of India with other countries takes place in English language is a first place. It is essential
to be in constant intercourse with other countries.
CAUSES OF LEARNING DISABILITIES:
1.Lack of sufficient exposure to both spoken and written English
2.Difficult to learn new languages
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3.Poor Motivation
4.Low self esteem
5.Misdiagnosed
6.Lack of prior opportunity
7.First Generation Learner
8.Illiteracy of the parents

Information centre play a vital role in English language learning and acquisition. Academic
Library is an important resources for English Language learner. It may be the first place of many students
and their families get experience using a lending library. They play a critical role in supporting language
development. Today all the academic Institutions should have a Library in their campus. Library
nowadays change name as Information centre, because the user (students, faculty) want to more
information out of the books. So, library must to provide the information for the user in right time. The
father of Library Science S.R. Ranganathan states in their law of library science says to give the right
information for the right user. In the language world, English is Universal language; its spread all over
world for Education, Research, Medicine, Political and etc., Most of the students struggle in second
language learning and speaking, because they don’t have a knowledge about the vocabulary, grammar
and pronunciation. Library provides Vocabulary books, Translated books, Reference materials,
Reading materials, Audio and Video materials, online resources and to motivate writing habit,
moreover, help to student build background knowledge and also competitions, play games (quiz,
puzzle), drawings and etc. Digital tools also used in Language learning such as Computer, Internet,
Website, Blog, Whatsapp,, Facebook, twitter and etc., There are two key items students need in order
to improve their English are time and practice.
The following ways to improve students with Learning disabilities in English Language Acquisition:
a. Vocabulary books, Translated books, Grammar Books to keep in-front of shelves
b. To purchasing more curriculum resources
c. To display colourful pictures related English language learning
d. To display Slideshow and presentation
e. Share culturally meaningful stories, make story time Interactive
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f. Watch your words: key piece, puzzles for to developed English vocabulary
g. Increase writing opportunities: writing activity that will focus on developing a certain still such as
creative vocabulary use, the correct format of an essay writing
h. Provide Electronic Access and instruction on how to use them? : Audio and Video materials like CD’s,
MP3 players, ipods and computer
I. Online resources: there are also a number of educational websites and blogs to provide more
information about English learning and acquisition
j. Promote the public Library tools: Library cards, Librarian outreach and to visit library with family twice
in a week
ENGLISH EDUCATION IN INDIA
In India English as a second language has a long history that dates back to the 19th century when
English education was introduced in India for strategic purposes. India, people of different states have
their own language, the second Language has come us as a connecting link among various states of
India. English language has recognized globalized language among out of five languages. English has
evolved be a language of science and technology. Majority of all important books for higher studies are
written in English. The Indians must not keep their eyes closed in this adventurous period of
globalization. The common practice all over the world in the modern age is to learn English language to
facilitate easy understanding political, social, cultural and religious issues because this language is
easier than French, German, Greek and Sanskrit. It is with the help of this language that we are gaining
knowledge of modern science and technology and are keeping ourselves in touch with the most
progressive ideas and current thoughts. Indian government motivate to student via e-content and
online learning course related in the second language learning.
Indian Government motivation of learning through e-content and online learning
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Tamilnadu Government motivation of learning through e-content and online learning

CONCLUSION:
The conclusion of this study with the right resources provided by the library arena, it is
speculated that most individuals will succeed on their Journey to learn a second language. The learners
may have a bit of a struggle at first, but there is confidence that they too will succeed, in conjunction
with local adult educational staff. In reflection of gardens’ theory, it can be also surmised that all
students will be able to find their learning strength and adapt their style to their quest.
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